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YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re perched in a tree stand when a huge whitetail walks below you. You raise your gun

to aim. Do you have what it takes to bag this trophy buck? Now is your chance to learn what you

need to know about deer hunting history, gear, techniques, safety, and more.
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Gr 3-5-Despite repeated references to the "thrill of the hunt" in Deer and descriptive opening

scenarios in every volume, these introductions for young anglers and hunters (Camping is the odd

title out) fail to provoke real enthusiasm or provide sufficiently specific information. Though the color

photos do show young people of both sexes in camouflage or blaze orange vests armed with guns,

bows, or fishing rods as appropriate, the texts are skimpy. For example, in Deer readers are

encouraged to field dress their kills but are not shown how, and in Bowhunting prospective hunters

are left to guess what a "string silencer" might be. Coverage is not systematic either: a list of

bow-hunted animals includes bears(!) but not fish even though fish are mentioned later, and the

techniques in Fishing do not include fly fishing.ÃŽÂ±(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a

wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.

Matt Chandler is a newspaper editor and freelance journalist from New York. Matt grew up in a



family of hunters and developed his love of the outdoors early in life as a Boy Scout. Matt has been

writing professionally since 1996. The New York Press Association named him an award-winning

writer in 2007 and 2010.

Any child preparing to deer hunt would already know what is in this book. Needed more on the how

to stalk, sit, walk, treat after kill. Importance of balance of nature etc.

This is a good book for children that dont know anything about hunting. But for kids that know about

guns, bows and arrows, and the basics of deer, then this book is useless to them. The book

basically describes that you can hunt with guns, bows but you have to be safe.

This is a good starter book for young wannabe hunters. It should be followed by a hunter safety

class at your state game agency.

I bought this for a former student of mine who LOVED to hunt with his dad but was losing interest in

reading...I surprised him with this and he LOVES reading again :)

My nephew went wild for this book. Short enough for a kid's attention span, nicely illustrated, and

informative without being graphic.

just what I wanted

This is more the size of a magazine than a book. I bought this for my grandson expecting it to be

more the size of a paper back book since it's the same amount of money.

For a New little hunter learning to read this is perfect.
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